Introduction
Active immunization (vaccination) is, beyond doubt, an extremely important method of prevention of infectious diseases and has repeatedly been proven to be quite safe as well as highly effective. This, however, does not signify that vaccination is absolutely devoid of any potential health risks. Among these, the possibility of initiating or exacerbating an autoimmune process by active immunization has been the subject of much attention and continuing intense scrutiny. There are many individual reports and case series of temporal association between vaccination and initiation or exacerbation of an autoimmune disease in the literature. A monograph on proposed associations of vaccines with auto-immunity has been published by Shoenfeld, Agmon-Levin and Tomljenovic (1) . However, no more than a tiny fraction of these putative associations are confirmed by subsequent methodologically rigorous research. The weight of scientific evidence supports the conclusion that vaccines are, by orders of magnitude, less frequent triggers of autoimmune processes than are infectious diseases, including vaccine-preventable diseases. This is in accordance with many reports of slightly decreased incidence of autoimmune disorders (AID) in vaccinated persons, compared to non-vaccinated controls (2) . Another matter of contention is the question of risk of triggering an exacerbation of existing autoimmune disease by vaccination. This has, so far, been shown to be far too low to warrant withholding vaccination from such patients in the absence of specific contraindications, all the more so because, again, infections, including vaccine-preventable infections, can easily be demonstrated as one of key factors behind disease exacerbations (3) . In this paper, we will review the current evidence on autoimmune phenomena induced by vaccination and their relevance for the overall riskbenefit analysis of vaccination.
Vaccination-Induced Autoimmunity: Potential Mechanisms
In essence, the potential of vaccines to trigger autoimmunity is largely the consequence of the fact that vaccines, in order to be effective, must elicit some (although preferably subclinical) degree of inflammatory reaction, i.e., some degree of non-specific stimulation of the immune system, often achieved by the addition of adjuvants (4) . There are two main groups of potential mechanisms of initiating an autoimmune response by vaccination at the level of adaptive immunity: molecular mimicry and bystander activation. The latter group includes non-specific effects of vaccines upon innate immunity that could plausibly lead to an overt autoimmune reaction in an appropriately predisposed individual and/ or create an environment favorable to amplification and/or perpetuation of an existing silent or low-level autoimmune process.
The possibility to inadvertently induce, trigger or exacerbate autoimmune responses by adjuvants used in vaccines has been the focus of extensive research conducted on animal models. Some models designed for this purpose have recently been described by Ruiz et al. (5) . There are many reports of successful induction or exacerbation of autoimmunity by adjuvants. For instance, mice have been reported to have developed autoantibodies after intraperitoenal injection of hydrocarbon oil-based adjuvants (6) . In another murine model, concomitant exposure to HPV vaccine and pertussis toxin has reportedly resulted in hypothalamic destruction (7) . Similarly, exposure to HBV vaccine has been found to accelerate disease progression in a murine model of lupus (8) . A number of published papers has also expressed concern regarding the biopersistence and possible neutotoxicity of aluminium-based adjuvants, with some apparent support from animal models (9, 10, 11) . The question of relevance of these examples to adjuvant/vaccine safety assessment is, however, not to be taken lightly. The effects of adjuvants on the immune system are well known to depend, in addition to the type of adjuvant, on the applied dose, route of administration, duration and/or frequency of exposure, and, of course, the recipient species, not allowing direct extrapolation from animal models to humans. In view of the fact that instances of adjuvantassociated autoimmunity have been shown by an impressive amount of experience to be quite rare, and that extensive research has so far confirmed a fairly good safety profile of all adjuvants that are currently in use in human vaccines (12, 13, 14) , animal model data on potential adjuvant-associated autoimmunity need to be interpreted with extreme caution and may only be used to inform further research.
Molecular mimicry is a known pathogenic mechanism behind some complications of infectious disorders, such as rheumatic fever and neuroborreliosis. Since all vaccines must necessarily contain one or more antigens specific to the microorganism that is to be prevented from causing infection, the theoretical possibility of molecular mimicry between antigens belonging to the host and vaccine components cannot, in principle, be excluded. Clearly established examples are, however, rare rather than common. Well known instances include gangliosides that are targeted in Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), with structural homologues present in a number of bacterial and viral vaccines (15) , as well as the homology between hepatitis B virus polymerase peptide and myelin components, as shown in the model of autoimmune encephalomyelitis in rabbits (16) . Many more examples of epitopes of vaccinal antigens displaying a certain degree of homology to parts of human proteins have been reported, as extensively reviewed in a recent article by Kanduc and Shoenfeld (17) for HBV and HPV vaccines. There are also many more examples of potential mimicry epitopes identified in animal studies. Documented existence of molecular mimicry between self and vaccine components does not, however, by itself indicate that an autoimmune reaction will be elicited by the vaccine. For example, the structural homology between Borrelia burgdorferi protein A and human lymphocyte function-associated antigen (LFA)-1 is not accompanied by any reports of arthritis after the administration of vaccine against Lyme disease containing the protein in question (18) , even though this particular instance of molecular mimicry is highly likely to be involved in the pathogenesis of arthritis arising as part of the natural course of borreliosis (19) . In a similar way, an autoimmune response induced by tetanus toxoid in mice has been shown to be qualitatively different from the response to the same autoantigen found in autoimmune disease (20) .
Two examples of molecular mimicry between human tissues and vaccine components commanded particular attention due to obvious potential clinical relevance: structural similarity between the small hepatitis B surface antigen and human myelin components (21) and that between HPV 16 major capsid L1 protein and certain human proteins involved in cardiac function (22) . However, the incidence of related autoimmune disorders (demyelinating diseases and cardiac rhytm abnormalities, respectively) was not found to be detectably increased by the administration of these vaccines (see below).
Bystander activation denotes activation of T cell clones not carrying antigen receptors specific to antigen(s) that elicited the immune response. To a certain extent, this occurs as part of any reaction of the immune system to a specific stimulus. The concern that this could lead to activation of some autoreactive T cell clones in the settings of vaccination is therefore theoretically valid. However, activation of such autoreactive clones is, in itself, not sufficient to cause an overt autoimmune reaction, or trigger the onset of an AID. This would require a deeper dysregulation of the immune system, with loss or dysfunction of multiple physiological protective mechanisms. Furthermore, ample experimental evidence suggests that bystander activation of T cells usually requires tissue damage in the target organ, i.e., pro-inflammatory environment. This can be explained by the abundance of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMP) in the affected tissue. These DAMP bind to receptors on innate immune cells, and these cells in turn increase activatory signaling directed at T lymphocytes, poten-tially reducing the threshold for an autoreactive response. Vaccines are designed to keep the release of DAMP to the minimum, while infectious diseases are often accompanied by tissue damage resulting in an abundance of DAMP. This is plausibly one of the reasons why autoimmune reactions triggered by infections have a strong tendency to be more frequent, as well as more severe, than autoimmune reactions triggered by vaccines (23) .
The appearance of autoantibodies, presumably a result of bystander activation, in humans after immunization has been observed and is, in itself, not a rare phenomenon. For instance, one study in Slovenia found a (most often transient) autoantibody response after influenza vaccination in approximately 15% of 92 healthy adults studied (24) . Again, in the absence of a (rare) individual predisposition, or a deeper dysregulation of the immune system with insufficiency or failure of key physiological protective mechanisms, the presence of autoantibodies or autoreactive cells can by no means initiate an autoimmune reaction.
Vaccination-Induced Autoimmunity: Confirmed Causal Connection
The following are some of the examples featuring reasonable evidence of a causal connection between a vaccine and an autoimmune manifestation. The list is not exhaustive.
Encephalomyelitis and Rabies Vaccine
A historically important, though no longer practically relevant example of vaccine-induced autoimmune reaction was related to an early form of rabies vaccine that caused disseminated encephalomyelitis in ~0.1% of vaccinees (25) . While this almost certainly represented an immunological adverse reaction with serious consequences, this risk is not shared to anywhere nearly the same degree by modern vaccines.
Guillain-Barré Syndrome and Influenza Vaccination
Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) comprises a group of acute demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathies with several distinct clinical forms. The majority of cases of GBS are triggered by infection, most notably Campylobacter jejuni (26) . Several viruses, including influenza virus, are also known to trigger GBS (27) . It is thought that autoantibodies directed at gangliosides, elicited by molecular mimicry involving components of microorganisms, play a role in the pathogenesis of GBS. Occurrence of GBS has been sporadically reported in association with several vaccines (28) . Causal connection has, however, been undisputably established solely for the 1976 swine influenza (A/New Jersey/76) vaccine. During the influenza pandemic that struck the world in that year, 40 million persons were vaccinated in the United States alone, with GBS reported as a complication in approximately 1:100,000, an estimated five-to ten-fold increase against baseline incidence (29) . The connection of GBS with other influenza vaccines is far less clear (30) .
Demyelinating CNS disorders
A wide variety of demyelinating CNS disorders have been reported to be temporally associated with one or more vaccines, most prominently acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, optic neuritis, or myelitis. A recent review found 71 cases of a demyelinating disorder occurring after administration of a vaccine for the period 1979-2013 (31). This translates to an estimated incidence of about one in a million vaccinations. Another review, looking specifically at vaccination against HBV, previously reported in several case series to be associated with CNS autoimmunity, reached a similar conclusion (32) .
Immune Thromobocytopenic Purpura and MMR vaccination
Immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) is known to be associated with MMR vaccine in children, with reported incidence of 1-3 per 100,000 doses (33, 34) . This disorder is caused by autoantibodies against platelets and/or megakaryocytes. Although, in children, ITP in general mostly has a benign, self-limited course (acute ITP), some children do progress to chronic ITP requiring long-term immunosuppression treatment and/or splenectomy. Vaccine-triggered ITP is most frequently (>90%) found to be acute, benign and self-limited (35) . Specific predisposing factors are, as yet, unknown. Risk of ITP has not prompted experts to alter vaccination recommendations, mainly because infections, including measles, entail a significantly higher risk of triggering the same disorder in susceptible children (36) . The overall effect of MMR vaccine on the risk of childhood ITP is, therefore, protective.
Myopericarditis and Smallpox Vaccination
Finally, even though smallpox vaccination is no longer performed (except in certain military settings) because the disease has been eradicated, it is worth mentioning myopericarditis that followed the administration of smallpox vaccine with an estimated incidence of about 8 per 100,000 administered doses (37) . This rate was sufficient to conclude that a causal relationship is probably present, since the odds ratio compared to sex-and age-matched non-vaccinated persons was 3.6 (95% CI, 3.3-4.1). In addition to providing important vaccine safety information, this finding is a useful illustration of how a properly applied scientific methodology can reliably detect an epidemiological signal supporting a causal relationship between a vaccine and an autoimmune phenomenon, casting additional light to all the countless instances when, after an avalanche of reports on some potential vaccine-autoimmunity connection, the same rigorous methodology found the corresponding epidemiological signal to be weak or absent, effectively disproving a causal relationship.
Vaccination-Induced Autoimmunity: Proposed Causal Connection
The space allowed for this review precludes any attempt at enumeration of all the reported cases of temporal association between vaccine administration and autoimmunity. Examples below are intended purely as a representative illustration.
Narcolepsy
In 2009, at the height of the "Mexican" H1N1 influenza pandemic, some countries in Europe reported a sudden increase in the incidence of narcolepsy (38) . This disorder is associated with a strong genetic predisposition, most commonly HLA DQB1*06:02, although other gene polymorphisms may also play a role (39) . Antibodies to hypokretin, a protein known to participate in maintaining wakefulness, have been proposed as a potential causative mechanism. Epidemiological evidence of association between narcolepsy and influenza vaccination was initially deemed sufficiently strong to grant compensation to affected persons. However, follow-up investigations yielded conflicting results (40) . At the time of writing, many important questions still await an answer and the issue of vaccine-induced narcolepsy remains largely unresolved (41, 42) .
Multiple Sclerosis
Few examples illustrate so vividly the discrepancy between the general impression imparted by a multitude of published case reports, case series and small initial studies and the results of comprehensive meta-analyses of large studies as does the example of putative connection between hepatitis B vaccination and multiple sclerosis (MS). In addition to several case reports and series, a frequently cited French case-control study of 121 subjects found an odds ratio of 1.4 (95% CI, 0.5-4.3) for exposure to hepatitis B vaccine within 60 days prior to onset of first demyelination episode in MS (43) . However, many large and rigorous studies subsequently failed to confirm such causal connection (44, 45, 46) . Comprehensive analysis of data available at this time does not support the hypothesis of a causal role for any vaccine in the etiopathogenesis of MS, nor a substantial risk of exacerbation of existing disease by vaccination (47) .
Diabetes mellitus type 1
Based on numerous case reports and series, a potential causal connection of type 1 diabetes (T1D) and vaccination has frequently been invoked. However, as was the case in MS, controlled studies did not confirm such connection, and a slight protective effect, probably due to elimination of infections that could promote T1D development, has been found instead (48) .
Systemic (Autoimmune) Vasculitis
In one patient with antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)-associated vasculitis arising after influenza vaccination, a careful study of the patient's peripheral blood mononuclear cells in vitro demonstrated the production of pathogenic anti-proteinase 3 autoantibodies upon stimulation with influenza vaccines containing viral RNA (49) . This finding supports the hypothesis that influenza vaccine, similarly to influenza infection, may trigger autoantibody production and consequent vasculitis by acting on innate immunity via Toll-like receptor 7 that binds viral RNA. However, the connection appears to be confined to individual case(s) and cannot be a frequent occurrence even in predisposed subjects, since large studies failed to find a statistical association between either initiation or exacerbation of ANCA-associated vasculitis and influenza vaccination (50, 51, 52) . Systemic vasculitides associated with other vaccines also appear to be quite rare (53) . The same has been concluded for Kawasaki disease (54) .
Human Papilloma Virus Vaccination and Autoimmunity
There are many reports in the literature substantiating instances of initiation or exacerbation of various autoimmune diseases after human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccination, including cases of acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (55), autoimmune pancreatitis (56), immune thrombocytopenia (57) and systemic lupus erythematosus (58) . The list is by no means exhaustive, and a remarkably bitter international debate continues, sometimes including court litigation for alleged health damage inflicted by HPV vaccine. A frequently cited fact in this debate is that as many as 21,303 reports of adverse events after immunization by HPV vaccines have been submitted to the US Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) since HPV vaccines were introduced (2006 and 2009 for quadrivalent and bivalent vaccines, respectively), including 3,310 reports of serious adverse events, 69 reports of death, and 760 reports of permanent disability. However, since VAERS is an open system of passive surveillance, intended solely for early detection of potential epidemiological patterns, it is impossible to deduce directly from these data how many of the reports reflect autoimmune phenomena, or indeed how many of the reported events were actually causally connected to HPV vaccination. One must al-criteria are, therefore, no substitute for rigorous studies designed to test such hypotheses and fulfilment of such criteria should by no means be considered "proof " that a particular phenomenon, autoimmune or otherwise, was indeed caused by a vaccine, as recently highlighted by a systematic review of 27 animal, epidemiological and case studies related to ASIA (64) .
Vaccination in Patients with Autoimmune Disorders
Since infectious diseases, including vaccinepreventable diseases, are among the most common triggers, and possibly inducers, of autoimmune disorders, it is plausible to expect a net protective effect of vaccination (65) . On the other hand, there is currently a widespread concern that in predisposed persons vaccination may entail a risk of triggering an autoimmune disorder, as well as exacerbating the course of an existing disorder (66) . It is therefore of note that, individual case reports and case series notwithstanding, a vast body of statistic evidence appears to suggest that initiation or exacerbation of AID by vaccines is a rare occurrence, even in persons carrying one or more potential risk factors. Additional issues to be explored include potential effects of immunosuppressive therapy on the risk of developing an autoimmune reaction to a vaccine (i.e., whether immunosuppression could be somewhat protective in this regard) and whether the overall risk of new autoimmune phenomena in patients with AID may be modified by repeated antigenic challenge.
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), a prototypical systemic autoimmune disorder, may serve as an example. Some animal model data appear to support a potential detrimental effect of vaccination on SLE patients, such as the finding of exacerbation induced by HBV vaccine in a murine SLE model (please see reference 8 above). However, this ways keep in mind that a certain number of cases of temporal connection between HPV vaccine and autoimmune disease onset or exacerbation is almost inevitable to occur, given that this vaccine is offered to a population with relatively high incidence of AID, and at an age not far removed from the age of peak incidence of some AID, such as MS. Reports of such instances, therefore, need to be interpreted in the proper context. Importantly, vaccine vigilance data and controlled studies where risk of AID was compared between HPV-vaccinated and matched unvaccinated populations failed to find any significant difference in risk of developing an AID, suggesting that causal connection between HPV vaccine and autoimmunity must, at the very most, be a rare occurrence (59) and that HPV vaccines in use continue to display a favorable safety profile (60, 61) . Addressing the ongoing public controversy, the Global Advisory Committee of the World Health Organization, after carefully considering all available evidence, concluded that there is no proof of significant risk of autoimmune adverse reactions to HPV immunization, with the possible exception of GuillainBarré syndrome (62) .
"Autoimmune/inflammatory Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants"
The term "Autoimmune/inflammatory Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants" (ASIA) has recently been proposed to denote a clinical entity encompassing a wide variety of presumed autoimmune or inflammatory reactions to immunization (63) . The proposed diagnostic criteria for ASIA are quite inclusive, assuring high sensitivity, but raising the key question of specificity, i.e., the risk of falsely concluding that occurrence of an autoimmune phemonenon in the appropriate temporal window after administration of a vaccine represents a bona fide causal connection. While potentially useful in the generation of research hypotheses, these proposed is not reflected by clinical studies of vaccine safety in SLE. One systematic review (67) found vaccination to be safe in SLE, with the well-known exception of administering live vaccines in the setting of immunosuppression (which is generally contraindicated), although immunization may achieve a reduced level of protection in deeply immunosuppressed persons, such as people undergoing immunosuppressive treatment for AID, particularly by potent anti-cytokine agents. Another recent review confirmed infections as important triggers of exacerbations in SLE and found vaccination to be safe and effective in SLE patients (68) . Specifically, vaccination against pneumococcus and influenza has been shown not to increase the risk of SLE flares, while prevention of these disorders may, in turn, prevent infection-associated disease flares (69, 70) . A recent review of issues bearing on vaccination of SLE patients, based on experience in Portugal, concluded that any risk of triggering SLE exacerbation by vaccines is low, and largely offset by benefits of protection from certain infections, fully supporting the current recommendations (71) . This review also endorsed the precaution taken by most clinicians not to vaccinate patients in periods of elevated disease activity, but warned against the widespread practice of baselessly withholding vaccination in people suffering from AID. Conclusions reached for SLE may be expected to be a fortiori applicable to other AID as well. Indeed, studies looking into most other AID yielded similar results, with the sum of evidence reflected in current worldwide recommendations for vaccination of patients with AID (72) .
Towards the Future: Can VaccineTriggered Autoimmunity Be Predicted?
From a clinical standpoint, the most important common denominator of most, if not all, immunological adverse reactions to vaccines is the presence of individual predisposition toward a specific reaction to a specific trigger (66) . Although it is currently, in most cases, impossible to screen for such predisposing factors, rapid development of technology could, in the near future, allow doctors to know in advance who will be at risk of an immunologically mediated idiosyncratic adverse event. A wide array of powerful technologies (reviewed in 73) is bringing humanity ever closer to such capabilities, and results of deep investigation of individual immune responses to both infections and vaccines are increasingly being published. Given the importance of individual variations in characteristics of the immune system for successful prevention and treatment of many medical conditions, including adverse reactions to drugs or vaccines, the emerging field of systems immunology is virtually guaranteed to be an essential part of comprehensive, patient-centered, science-based medicine of the future.
Conclusion
Autoimmunity triggered by vaccination is a documented, but rare occurrence. The risk of vaccine-related autoimmunity is by orders of magnitude lower than that of autoimmunity triggered by infectious disease. Since the latter includes vaccine-preventable infections, for most autoimmune conditions there is a net protective effect of vaccination. Current evidence supports administering appropriate vaccines to people suffering from autoimmune disorders in the absence of specific contraindications, such as deep immunosuppression for live vaccines. More research into potential mechanisms of vaccine-initiated autoimmune processes is warranted, and future scientific technology and methodology may enable immunological screening of subjects prior to immunization in order to avoid administering particular vaccines to individuals who are strongly predisposed toward a detrimental reaction.
